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MULTIPLIERS WITH CLOSED RANGE
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Conditions equivalent with closure of the range of a multiplier T,

defined on a commutative semisimple Banach algebra A , are studied. A main

result is that if A is regular then T2A is closed if and only if T is a product

of an idempotent and an invertible. This has as a consequence that if A is

also Tauberian then a multiplier with closed range is injective if and only if it

is surjective. Several aspects of Fredholm theory and Kato theory are covered.

Applications to group algebras are included.

1. Introduction
«

In 1971, at the end of his paper [G], in which the group and measure algebras

LX(G), resp. M(G), of a locally compact abelian group G had been considered,
Glicksberg points out that his methods of proof really apply to any Tauberian
regular commutative semisimple Banach algebra A and its multiplier algebra

M (A)  (these terms will be defined shortly).   Thus his paper establishes the
following three results:

(a) If the maximal ideal space A(A) of A is connected, if A satisfies a

technical condition (I) (cf. below), and if 7 g M(A) is nonzero, then TA is
norm closed if and only if 7 is invertible.

(b) If A satisfies condition (I) and if 7 := Ta is multiplication on A by the

element a G A , then TA is norm closed if and only if 7 is the product of an

idempotent and an invertible multiplier.

(c) If A satisfies condition (I) and if 7 g M(A), then 72^1 is norm closed
if and only if 7 is the product of an idempotent and an invertible multiplier.

The main motivating question of [G] was whether the factorization of (b)

and (c) is necessary for closedness of TA, for any multiplier 7 of LX(G).

Its sufficiency is trivial, but the necessity decidedly not. Glicksberg isolated
the usefulness of condition (I) in his attempt to give necessary conditions, but

not until 1978, in Host and Parreau's impressive paper [HP], was the issue

settled, affirmatively, for LX(G). The general question, for a Tauberian regular
commutative semisimple Banach algebra A , remains open.

In this paper we study this and related questions. Among the main results is

Theorem 4.2, which is a partial analog of Host and Parreau's result and which
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generalizes a theorem in [DT]; this latter paper studies Segal algebras only.

In Theorem 4.2 it is shown, among other things, that if A is a semisimple

regular commutative Tauberian Banach algebra and 7 G M (A), then 72^4

is closed if and only if 7 is the product of an idempotent and an invertible

multiplier. This has as a consequence, recorded in Corollary 4.4, that on a

regular semisimple commutative Tauberian Banach algebra a multiplier with

closed range will be injective precisely when it is surjective. Other consequences

are found in Fredholm theory.

2. Preliminaries

We assemble here the definitions of terms most frequently used in the rest of

the paper. Even though many of the concepts are perfectly standard, they are

included here to facilitate reading.

We shall be considering a commutative Banach algebra A , which will always

be assumed semisimple. Thus, if A(A) denotes the space of multiplicative

linear functional on A, topologized by the weak* topology of the dual space
of A and if a —► aA denotes the Gelfand transform of an element a £ A , then

this map is injective. The algebra A may be regular, which means that any two

disjoint compact and closed, respectively, subsets of A(A) may be separated by

elements of A . Moreover, if the ideal of A , consisting of all elements of A

whose Gelfand transforms have compact supports in A(A), is norm dense in

A, then we call A Tauberian.
If A possesses minimal ideals, the sum of all these is called the socle. If

there are no minimal ideals, we set the socle equal to {0} .

The multiplier algebra M (A) is the commutative subalgebra of the algebra

L(A) of all bounded linear operators on A, consisting of those operators 7

for which aTb = Tab, for all a, b £ A . We shall have occasion to make use
of the function TA , which here will be the restriction to A(A) of the Gelfand

transform of 7. These notions are more fully described in [L].

One fact about multipliers on semisimple algebras that we shall tacitly use

several times is that they have ascent < 1 . In fact, for any linear operator

7, the ascent a (7) is defined as the smallest nonnegative integer n for which

ker 7" = ker7"+1 or +oo if no such integer exists. If A is a commutative

semisimple (semiprime will do, i.e., no nilpotent elements) Banach algebra and

7 G M (A), then ker 72 = ker 7, because if 72x = 0 then 0 = 72x2 = (7x)2 ;

hence, 7x = 0. An immediate consequence of this is that TA n ker 7 = {0} .

The use of notation from Fredholm theory is as follows. The semi-Fredholm

operators are, respectively,

®+(A) := {7 g L(A) \ TA is closed and ker 7 is finite dimensional} ,

Q>-(A) := {7 g L(A) | TA is of finite codimension in A} ,

while the Fredholm operators are ®(A) := Q+(A) n <S>-(A).
Since TA n ker 7 = {0} for any multiplier 7 on a semisimple commutative

Banach algebra A, it is obvious that &(A) n M (A) = ®-(A) n M (A).
Finally, we shall use i>o(^4) to denote the Fredholm operators with index

0, i.e., those Fredholm operators 7 for which dim ker 7 = codim7v4, and

Om(-<4) to denote the set of multipliers on A which are invertible modulo the

compact multipliers of A (cf., e.g., [A]).
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3. The general case: Commutative semisimple Banach algebras

A recurrent assumption will be that of closedness of 72^ . The following

observations will serve to put perspective on what this means.

Theorem 3.1. If A is a commutative and semisimple Banach algebra and if

7 G M (A), then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) 72^4 ¿s closed.
(b) TnA is closed, for all n £ N.
(c) The induced multiplier 7~ : A/ ker 7 —> A/ ker 7 has closed range.

(d) TA + ker 7 is closed.

Proof. Suppose 72^4 is closed. Let B := TA~ , and note that B is a com-

mutative semisimple Banach algebra with maximal ideal space A(B) =

A(A) \ hull(7y4). Consider S := T\B . Then S is an injective multiplier and
has closed range S(B) = 72(^). To see this note first that S(B) ç 72(/l), by
continuity of 7 and closedness of 72(^). Since the other inclusion T(TA) ç

7(5) = S(B) is obvious, the equality S(B) = T2(A) follows. If b £ B and
SA = 0, then there is a sequence Tan for which Ta„ -» A and, hence, for

which 72a„ -» 0. Since 72(^4) is closed, there is a sequence cn in A for

which T2an = T2c„ and c„ -> 0. But ker 72 = ker 7, so Ta„ = Tc„ ; thus,

Tcn -» A = 0.
The Kato resolvent of S is defined to be the set Pk(S) := {A g C |

(S — k)B is closed and ker(S-A) ç f]neN(S - À)n B} . Clearly, our assumptions

on S imply that 0 G Px(S). The inclusion then follows from [S, Satz 4]. In
fact, for every «eN, S" (B) is closed and an argument like the one just given

will show that Sn(B) — Tn+X(A). This proves that (a) implies 7"A is closed

for all n > 2 .
Obviously, (b) implies (a).
Let Q : A —► A/kexT be the quotient map. Then 7~(^/ker7) =

0(7,4+ ker7); hence, Q~x(T~(A/kerT)) = 7\4 + ker7, so 7~L4/ker7)
is closed if and only if the same holds for TA + ker 7. This establishes the
equivalence of (c) and (d).

Suppose Aq :- TA + ker 7 is closed. Let TA be equipped with the norm

\u\ := infv€AtU=TV(\\Tv\\ + ||f||); in this norm TA is closed. Moreover, since

||m|| < \u\ for any u £ TA , the injection (TA, || ||) —> Ao is continuous. Define

J : TAx ker 7 -* A0 by J(u, v) :- u+v . Then 7 is a continuous bijection, so,

by the open mapping theorem, 7 is bicontinuous; hence, TA = J(TA x {0})

is closed in Aq and, hence, also in A .

If T(Tan) -> Ta, then T(Ta„-a) -» 0 and, hence, by openness of 7 : A —>

TA , there is a sequence {A„} in A for which 7A„ = 7(7a„ - a) and b„ -» 0.

Since z„ := Ta„-a-b„ G ker 7, it follows that a+bn - Ta„-z„ g 7^+ker7,
hence that a £ TA + ker 7, and hence that Ta £ T2A . It follows that 72/l is
closed and, hence, that (d) implies (a).

Finally, suppose that T2A is closed, and let Ta„ + zn —> A, where z„ is in

ker 7. Then 72a„ —» 7A , so by assumption 7A G T2A , i.e., there is c £ A for
which 7A = 72c. Since z := A - Tc £ ker 7, A = 7c + z G 7,4 + ker 7 and
this shows that TA + ker 7 is closed. Consequently, (a) and (d) are equivalent.

In particular (a) implies that 7,4 is closed. This completes the proof.
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Adding finiteness assumptions to the assumption of closed range by moving

into the classes of semi-Fredholm and Fredholm operators, we may make a
couple of observations, to be strengthened later on.

Proposition 3.2. If A is a commutative semisimple Banach algebra, then

<S>u(A) = <S>o(A)nM(A).

Moreover, 7 g &m(A) if and only if there is a factorization T — PS, where

P £ Om(A) is an idempotent and S £ O m (A) is invertible.

Proof. If 7 g O m (A) then, by commutativity of M (A), there is an element

S G M (A) and a compact multiplier K G M (A) for which TS = ST = I + K.
Thus TS £ OL4) and A = 7S^eker TS, since 7,S^nker TS = {0} . It follows
that TS G Oo(A) [CPY, Theorem 1.4.7]. Note that S £ OL4), since SA D
STA = TSA. Since the disjointness WA n ker W = {0} holds for any W £
M (A), the index of a multiplier is necessarily nonpositive. Consequently, by
the index formula ind TS = ind 7 +ind S [CPY, Theorem 3.2.7]) and ind 7 =
ind S = 0. This proves <t>M(A) Q ®o(A) n M (A).

Conversely, if 7 g <S>q(A)C\M(A) then TA is a finite codimension and ker 7

is a finite-dimensional ideal. By the Wedderburn theorem ker 7 is a sum of

minimal ideals, so there is an idempotent e £ A for which ker T = eA. Let

Le be the multiplication operator defined by e. Clearly T-Le £ Q>(A)f)M(A)
and ind(7 - Le) = ind 7 = 0. Moreover, if x G ker(7 - Le) then 7x = ex

so that 72x = T(ex) = 0, from which, since ker 7 = ker 72 , we conclude that

x G ker 7, i.e., x = ex = Tx = 0. It follows that ker(7-Le) = {0} and hence

that T - Le is invertible. This shows that 7 G <S>m(A) ■
If 7 G <S>m(A) then the factorization 7 = PS, where P £ M (A) is an

idempotent and S £ M (A) is invertible, follows by [A, Theorem 6]. That S
belongs to O0(A) is a trivial consequence of invertibility. Also, by the inclusion
PA D TA it is clear that P is an element of <^(A) and, hence, of Q>o(A)r\M(A),
since ind P obviously is 0.

Conversely, if 7 = PS, where P £ 0>m(A) is an idempotent and S £ <&m(A)

is invertible, then, by the index formula [CPY, Theorem 3.2.7], ind 7 = ind 7 +
indS = 0, and hence 7 G &mÍA) .

The ideas of the factorization just introduced may also be used to prove the
following generalization of a result of Zaïem [Z, Corollaire, p. 72].

Proposition 3.3. If A isa commutative semisimple Banach algebra with a bounded
approximate identity and if T £ M (A), then the following are equivalent.

(a) TA is a closed ideal with a bounded approximate identity.

(b) There is a factorization T = PS, where P £ M (A) is an idempotent
and S G M (A) is invertible.

Proof. Let {ea} be a bounded approximate identity of A . Suppose 7 g M (A)

has a factorization 7 = PS, where P g MÍA) is an idempotent and S G M(A)
is invertible. Since TA = PA , TA is a closed ideal. Moreover, the bounded

net {Pea} is a subset of TA , and, for every a £ TA , aPea = P(aea) —» Pa =

a . This shows that (b) implies (a).
For the converse, note that if a £ A then, by Cohen factorization applied to

TA, there are elements A, c G A for which Ta = TbTc = 7(A7c) = 72(Ac).
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This shows that TA ç 72^ and, since the other inclusion is trivial, that TA =

T2A. Thus 7 has finite descent, as well as finite ascent, and their common

value is < 1. Hence A = TA®ker7, so, if P £ MÍA) is the projection of A

onto TA , with kerP = ker 7, and if we define W := T\TA © idkerT, then W
is invertible and 7 = WP. Moreover, W £ MÍA). Thus we have shown that

7 is the product of an idempotent and an invertible multiplier.

If we restrict the class of algebras under consideration we can say much more.

4. Adding regularity as an assumption

The next result will be the main tool in the rest of the paper.

Theorem 4.1. If A is a semisimple regular commutative Banach algebra and if

T £ MÍA) has the property that T2A is closed, then 7A is bounded away from

0 on AL4)\hull(7.4).

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, (a) =>• (b), let B := TA~ and note
that B is a commutative regular semisimple Banach algebra with maximal

ideal space A(B) = A(A) \hull(7^). Consider S := T\B. Then S is an
injective multiplier and has closed range SÍB) = T2A. With the Kato resol-

vent of S defined as above, our assumptions on S imply that 0 G px(S) ■

In [La, Propositions 1 and 2] it is shown that there is a ¿o G R+ such that

for every S £ ]0, r50] the local analytic spectral subspaces BsiC \ Ds) are

all equal to f|^"(^)- Here A* is the open disc centered at 0 with radius

Ô. Now, by [ELN, Proposition 3], this implies that SA~'(DS)~ are all equal,

for every Ô £ ]0,<50]- It follows that SA'l(DSo \ {0}) = 0. In fact, if

0 ± a £ DSonSA(A(B)) choose 0 < Sx < \a\ < S0 ; then 0 # SA"'({a}) ç

SA->ÍDSo)\SA-'íD¿r)CSA-'íDSo)\SA-\DSl)-cSA->ÍDSQ)-\SA-lÍDs¡)—a

contradiction. This implies that SA l(Däo) = SA '({0}) so that SA '({0}) is

a clopen set. But then SA ({0}) = 0 , because otherwise, by regularity of B,

we may choose a nonzero a £ B for which supp(aA) ç SA ({0}). For this
a we obtain (Sa)A = 0 ; hence, Sa = 0, contradicting the injectivity of 5".

Since SA~l(Dâl) = SA~ ({0}) = 0, the proposition is proved; we have shown

that \SA(<j>)\ > So for every <f> £ A(B). Since SA = 7A|(A(^) \ hull(7^)), the
proof is complete.

As was noted in Theorem 3.1 for any commutative semisimple Banach al-

gebra A, if 72^ is closed then so are all the ideals TnA, n > 1. If A is
also Tauberian and regular, these closed ideals are all equal; to see this we

show that TA © ker 7 is dense in A . Since TA © ker 7 is closed when T2A

is, by Theorem 3.1, this will show that A = TA © ker 7. And in this case
TA = T(TA©ker 7) = 72^ , from which an easy induction yields the claim. To

show tht TA © ker 7, the assumption of Tauberianness means that it suffices to

show that 7^4 ©ker 7 contains every element x £ A with compact support K :=

suppxA . Let such x be given and define xx £ A so that xA = 0 on 7-1({0})

and xA = xA on KC\ T~X(C\D¿0), where 7)¿0 is as in the previous proof. Also

define x2 := x-xi. Clearly suppxA ç T~x(C\Dâo)nK, so by compactness we

conclude from [ELN, Proposition 3] that oT(xx) C TA(T-x(C\D3o)) ç C\DSo,

so that X) G ^r(C\7>,50) ç TA. On the other hand, suppx£ ç 7~1({0}), so
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that (7x2)A = 0. This shows that x2 G ker 7, by semisimplicity and completes

the proof.
Thus if A is a regular semisimple commutative Tauberian Banach algebra,

if 7 G M (A) and if 72 has closed range, then A = TA® ker 7. Hence 7 has
finite descent, as well as finite ascent, and their common value is < 1. Hence

A — TA © ker 7, so, as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, if P £ M (A) is the
projection of A onto 7,4 , with ker 7 = ker 7, and if we define W := T\TA ©
idkerr » then W is invertible and 7 = WP. Moreover, W £ M (A). Thus we

have shown that if 72,4 is closed then 7 is the product of an idempotent and

an invertible multiplier. The converse is clearly true, as well.

This may be phrased slightly differently; since closedness of T2A is equiv-

alent to TA © ker 7 being closed, by Theorem 3.1, we see that when A is

regular TA © ker 7 is closed if and only if TA © ker 7 = A. We have proved

the following result.

Theorem 4.2. If A is a semisimple regular commutative Tauberian Banach al-

gebra and 7 G M (A), then the following are equivalent.

(a) T2A is closed.
(b) 7 is the product of an idempotent and an invertible multiplier.

(c) TA © ker 7 is closed.
(d) 7,4 ©ker7 = ,4.

If the set 7_1(C\7>¿0) is compact, as is the case when 7 g Mq(á) , then the

condition of Tauberianness is not needed: this time let x G A be an arbitrary

element and define xx £ A so that x,A = 0 on 7~'({0}) and xA = xA on

T~X(C\D¿0) ; this is possible by the regularity of A and the compactness of

7_1(C\D,50). Now proceed exactly as in the above proof of Theorem 4.1 to

conclude that if T2A is closed then A = TA® ker 7. Thus we obtain a version
of Theorem 4.2 for elements of Mq(A) .

Theorem 4.3. If A is a semisimple regular commutative Banach algebra and

7 G Mo(A), then the following are equivalent:

(a) T2A is closed.
(b) There is an idempotent e = e2 g A and an invertible multiplier S such

that 7 = LSe, the multiplication operator on A defined by Se.

(c) TA © ker 7 is closed.
(d) 7,4 ©ker 7 = ,4.

Proof, (a) =>• (d) has already been noted before the statement of this theorem,

while (a) ■&■ (c) is Theorem 3.1.

(a) <* (b) By Theorem 4.1 {</> G A(A)\TA((/>) ¿ 0} = {</> £ A(A)\ \TA(<p)\ > 0}
for suitable ô £ R+. Since 7 g M0(A), {</> G A(A)\TA((f>) / 0} is com-
pact, as well as open. By the Silov theorem there is an idempotent e £ A

for which eA(</>) ^ 0 if and only if 7A(</>) ̂ 0 (if and only if eA(</>)= 1).
Since (7a)A — (eTa)A for any a £ A, we conclude that Ta = Tea, the

multiplication operator on A defined by the element Te £ A. Next, define

Sa := Tea + a - ea, for any a £ A. Clearly, S £ M (A) and Sea = eSa =
e(Ta + a - ea) = eTa = Tea = Ta. Thus only invertibility of 5 remains

unchecked. Letting o denote spectrum we see that 0 G o (S) if and only

if there is a sequence <fin  in A(A)  for which (Te - e)A(</)n) + 1 —» 0.   Ev-
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idently, this convergence forces that eA (</>„) = 1 for all large n, hence that

0 ¿ TA(fn) - 0. But if TA(<t>„) ¿ 0, then |7A(<¿„)| > ô . This proves that S
is invertible. For the converse, if 7 = Lse, where e = e2 and S is invertible,

then 7,4 = Se A = eS,4 = eA , which is closed. This completes the proof.

Another interesting special case of Theorem 4.2 arises when 7 G M (A) is

injective. We present here a new proof of a result, first noted for Tauberian
algebras by Ransford, which in turn was a generalization of the same result for

isometric multipliers on Tauberian regular algebras, noted by several authors,
e.g., [DT, Theorem 2; ELN, Proposition 8].

Corollary 4.4. If A is a regular semisimple commutative Tauberian Banach al-

gebra, then a multiplier 7 G M (A) with closed range is injective if and only if it
is surjective.

Proof. Clearly, if 7 is surjective, then, since 7,4 n ker 7 = {0} , ker 7 = {0} ,

and hence 7 is injective.

Conversely, if TA is closed and ker 7 = {0} , then TA © ker 7 is closed,

so, by Theorem 4.2, TA = TA® ker 7 = A.

As one of the consequences of Theorem 4.2 we can improve part of Propo-

sition 3.2.

Theorem 4.5. If A is a regular semisimple commutative Banach algebra, then

<&M(A) = ®o(A) n M(A) = Q+iA) n M (A)

= 0_L4) n M (A) = *(i4) n MÍA).

Proof. The equality on the far left follows by Proposition 3.2, while the one

on the far right was mentioned among the preliminaries in §2. To show that
<í>+ÍA)r\MÍA) = <P_(,4)nAf(,4), it is enough to show <D+(,4)rW(,4) ç 0_(,4)n
MÍA) ; the other inclusion is trivial. So let 7 g 0+(,4) n MÍA). Since ker 7
is finite dimensional, TA © ker 7 is closed, and hence Theorem 4.2 shows that

A = TA ® ker 7. Thus 7 G Q-(A). Finally, if 7 G Q+(A) n MÍA), the same
appeal to Theorem 4.2 will show that T e ®oiA). This completes the proof.

If we combine this result with the second half of Proposition 3.2, we obtain

the following.

Corollary 4.6. On a regular semisimple commutative Tauberian Banach algebra

every semi-Fredholm multiplier is a product of an idempotent and an invertible

multiplier.

Remark. Note that the above theorem and its corollary hold for any semisimple

commutative Banach algebra with a dense socle, because such an algebra is

regular. Thus Corollary 4.6 generalizes Corollary 7 of [A].

Corollary 4.7. Let A be a regular, semisimple, commutative Banach algebra for

which the maximal ideal space A(A) contains no isolated points. If T £ MÍA)

then 7 is semi-Fredholm if and only if 7 is invertible.

Proof. Suppose 7 G MÍA) is semi-Fredholm. Then 7 G ®mÍA) , by Theo-
rem 4.5. Hence 7 is invertible modulo the compact multipliers. But if A(,4)
contains no isolated points, then [K] shows that there are no nonzero compact

multipliers, and consequently 7 is invertible.
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With an assumption of connectedness on A(,4) Corollary 4.7 allows us to

fit the condition of closedness of 72,4 quite neatly into the equivalence of

this result. Compare this to the original Glicksberg claim (a) mentioned in the

introduction.

Theorem 4.8. If A is a regular, commutative, semisimple Tauberian Banach

algebra with connected maximal ideal space A(,4) and if 0 ^ 7 G MÍA), then

the following are equivalent.

(a) 7 is semi-Fredholm.
(b) 72 has closed range.
(c) 7 is invertible.

Proof. If A is finite dimensional then A = C, since A(,4) is assumed con-

nected. In this case the theorem is trivially true. So we may assume A infinite

dimensional. We know already from Corollary 4.7 that (a) and (c) are equiva-

lent and have to show that (b) implies (c). Suppose 72,4 is closed. By Theorem
4.2, A — TA © ker 7, from which the connectedness assumption and 7/0

allow us to conclude that A = TA . This shows that 7 is invertible.

We shall now introduce the technical condition (I) used by Glicksberg. This

condition has obvious connections to the presence of bounded relative units

(in the unitization of A). It should be noted that, by [Ru, Theorem 2.6.1],

condition (I) is satisfied by L'(G), whenever G is a locally compact abelian

group.
(I): There is a constant K £ R+ with the property that for every <f> g A(,4)

and every neighborhood V of (¡> there is an element a £ A with Gelfand

transform aA supported by V for which aAi4>) = 1 and ||#|| < K.

First a statement analogous to that of Theorem 4.1—because of condition

(I), we can get by with an assumption of closed range for 7, rather than for

72.

Proposition 4.9. Suppose A is a regular, commutative, semisimple Banach alge-

bra which satisfies condition (I). Suppose 7 g MÍA) is nonzero and has closed

range TA.  Then TA is bounded away from zero on A(,4) \ hull(7,4) — {(/)£
A|7A(0)#O}.

Proof. Let <f> £ A(,4) \ hull(7,4), and pick a compact neighborhood V of r/>
so that V n hull(7,4) = 0. Invoking (I), we may pick an element c such

that {</) £ AÍA) | cAi4>) - 0} is a neighborhood of hull(7,4) and such that
cAi(j)) = 1, while ||c|| <K.

By regularity c £ TA, so there is an element b £ A for which Tb = c

and for which ||A|| < C\\c\\ ; the latter inequality stems from the assumption

of closedness of TA , i.e., openness of the map 7 : A —> TA . We obtain the

estimate

1 = cA(f¿) = 7A(</>)AA(<¿) < |7A(<¿)| HAH < |7A(^)| C||c|| < \TAi<p)\CK.

Thus \TAi(ß)\ > 1/ÍCK), and since <f> £ A(,4)\hull(7,4) is arbitrary, the propo-
sition follows.

This then gives us a supplement to Theorem 4.3, for multipliers whose trans-

form vanishes at infinity on AL4). This next corollary is a modest improvement

of statement (b) of the introduction.
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Corollary 4.10. Suppose A is a regular, commutative semisimple Banach algebra
which satisfies condition (I). Let 7 g MqÍA) , so that TA vanishes at infinity on

AÍA). Then the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are also equivalent with
(e) TA is closed.

Proof. If 7 = 0, then everything is trivial. If 7^0, then, by Theorem
4.9, closedness of TA entails that 7A is bounded away from 0 on {</» G

A(,4)|7A(r/>) ̂  0} . Now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, (a) => (b).

5. Group algebras

The most significant applications of the theory developed here are to group

and measure algebras of locally compact abelian groups. We note that if G is a

locally compact abelian group then LXÍG) is a regular semisimple commutative

Banach algebra, which satisfies condition (I). Thus we can draw freely on any of

the results proved in the previous sections, except Proposition 3.3, which makes

an assumption involving approximate identities of ideals. We also take it for

granted that the multiplier algebra of LXÍG) is the measure algebra M (G),

with the elements of y\7(G) acting as convolution operators on LxiG).

If we collect the results proved, express them in terms of 7'(G) and M(G),

and take into account Host and Parreau's characterization [HP] of multipliers

with closed range, then we have the following.

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and let p £ M (G) be

a nonzero regular complex Borel measure on G. For the convolution operator

Tfi : 7'(G) -> LXÍG) consider the following statements.

(a) p is invertible in /17(G).
(b) Tß is semi-Fredholm.
(c) Tu is Fredholm.
(d) Tfi is Fredholm of index 0.
(e) Tß is invertible modulo the compact multipliers in A/(G).

(f) Tß has closed range.
(g) Tu*ß has closed range.

(h)  p is the product of an idempotent measure and an invertible measure.

Then the following implications hold, (a) implies every other statement on the

list, (b), (c), (d), andie) are equivalent, (f), (g), and in) are equivalent. The four

statements (b)-(e) imply the statements (f)-(h). Moreover, if the dual group GA
has no isolated points then the statements (b)-(e) are also equivalent to (a). If

the dual group GA is connected, then all the statements (a)-(h) are equivalent.

Proof. That statement (a) implies the others is trivial.
The equivalence of (b)-(e) is a transcription of Theorem 4.5, while Corollary

4.6 shows that (b) implies (h); this implication is also a consequence of Propo-
sition 3.2. By Theorem 4.2, (g) and (h) are equivalent, and the implication (g)

=> (f) was noted after Theorem 4.1; the implication (f) => (h) is [HP].

If the dual group GA has no isolated points then the equivalence of (b)-(e)
with (a) follows from Corollary 4.7.

If GA is connected then Theorem 4.8 finishes the proof.
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